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Management 4th South African Edition
The 8th edition of Merck Foundation Africa Asia Luminary will be co-chaired by HE ESTHER LUNGU First Lady of the Republic of Zambia and Senator Dr Rasha Kel ...
19 African First Ladies to participate
The First Bank of Nigeria Limited has announced its plans to hold the fourth edition of its annual FirstGem ... with insights on the secrets of wealth management, investments and savings.
First Bank holds fourth annual conference
He starts by thanking the South African management as they provided a good opportunity for them to play here and they enjoyed the quarantine too and the facilities provided were top-notch.
Live Cricket Score: South Africa vs Pakistan, 4th T20I
“The RTIMS research programme aims to progressively and incrementally develop a unified real-time information management and control systems framework proof of concept for South African mining ...
4IR technologies key focus for precinct, council
Merck Foundation the philanthropic arm of Merck Germany will conduct their annual conference the 8th Edition of Merck Foundation Africa Asia Luminary from ...
Merck Foundation Africa Asia Luminary 2021
The activism of people such as Tlou Theophilus Cholo laid the foundation for improve work conditions in South Africa ...
Workers’ Day marks huge job losses around the world, exacerbated by the pandemic
The Rajasthan Royals have named 20-year-old South African fast bowler Gerald Coetzee as a replacement for England batter Liam Livingstone, who had opted out of the IPL due to " bubble fatigue ".
Newsfile: Rajasthan Royals sign Gerald Coetzee as replacement for Liam Livingstone
ALL African First Ladies involved with the Merck Foundation should continue prioritising human capital development through various capacity-building programmes aimed at supporting the work of Health ...
Lungu rallies First Ladies
Commercial Bank of Dubai (CBD), one of the leading banks in the UAE, has won three awards at the fourth edition of the Middle East and Africa Banking ... the CBD senior management team at the ...
Commercial Bank of Dubai wins three awards at the fourth edition of Transformers Awards
Additionally, Zondi stresses that for South African ... Management Systems programme to assist members in developing an understanding of the complex technologies and practices involved in the ...
Local procurement crucial to economic recovery
But by this time, assuming all goes well, the company will have transitioned from a telco into what management calls ... getting there requires South Africa’s fourth-largest telecoms operator ...
Cell C: Slowly, steadily goes the turnaround
The GFA president answers questions on the rumoured lack of freedom for Black Stars coach CK Akonnor with regard to player selection Ghana Football Association boss Kurt Okraku has confirmed ...
Okraku makes major revelation on Ghana call-ups influence accusations
In Lagos State, a sprawling metropolitan city of area land size 999.6 km2 (385.9 sq mi) with one of the largest extensive road networks in West Africa, road traffic is an age-long conundrum that ...
With Light Rail Mass Transit, Lagos Increases Transportation Choices
In what is now an annual tradition, Columbus Business First this week is identifying the 100 people making the most impact on the region during a time of tremendous upheaval as we emerge from the ...
The 2021 Power 100: Here are Columbus' most influential leaders, Part 3
The numbers, as they say, never lie. And this year, our annual ranking of the largest global beauty manufacturers by sales, tells a story of an industry — and world — rocked by the coronavirus ...
Beauty Inc Unveils Top 100 Global Beauty Manufacturers
Updated at 7.09pm EDT South ... the South African Health Products Regulatory Authority (SAHPRA) said. “In addition, measures are to be implemented to ensure the safe management of any ...
Coronavirus live news: France to impose 10-day quarantine on Brazil arrivals; Oscars reinvented for pandemic – as it happened
The football governing body has been advised to give CK Akonnor a free hand as head coach of the Black Stars Former Ghana Football Association vice-president George Afriyie has called on the ...
Former Ghana FA vice-president Afriyie criticises current administration for impacting Black Stars call-ups
Turkey currently ranks fourth globally in daily cases ... to the speed we’ve managed with vaccinations,” he said. South Africa will hold local government elections in October that were ...
Turkey sees record death toll – as it happened
Pakistan Cricket Board has decided to outsource the management of its bio secure bubble for ... Pakistan Cricket team in Zimbabwe to play T-20, Test series 4th T20: Pakistan defeat South Africa by ...
PCB to outsource management of bio secure bubble for remaining PSL matches
The total death toll so far is 11,283, fourth highest in the country ... The most significant among them are the UK, South Africa and Brazil strains. Delhi has reported the UK and South Africa ...
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